Very high quality factor superconducting radio frequency cavities developed for accelerators can offer a path to a 1000-fold increase in the achievable coherence times for cavity-stored quantum states in the 3D circuit QED architecture. Here we report the first measurements of several accelerator cavities of f0 =1.3, 2.6, 5 GHz resonant frequencies down to temperatures of about 10 mK and field levels down to a few photons, which reveal record high photon lifetimes up to 2 seconds, while also further exposing the role of the two level systems (TLS) in the niobium oxide. We also demonstrate how the TLS contribution can be greatly suppressed by the special vacuum heat treatment.
Very high quality factor superconducting radio frequency cavities developed for accelerators can offer a path to a 1000-fold increase in the achievable coherence times for cavity-stored quantum states in the 3D circuit QED architecture. Here we report the first measurements of several accelerator cavities of f0 =1.3, 2.6, 5 GHz resonant frequencies down to temperatures of about 10 mK and field levels down to a few photons, which reveal record high photon lifetimes up to 2 seconds, while also further exposing the role of the two level systems (TLS) in the niobium oxide. We also demonstrate how the TLS contribution can be greatly suppressed by the special vacuum heat treatment.
Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities in particle accelerators routinely achieve [1, 2] very high quality factors Q > 10 10 − 10 11 corresponding to photon lifetimes T 1 as long as tens of seconds, much higher than highest reported Q ∼ 10 8 used in various quantum regime studies [3, 4] with T 1 ∼ 1 msec. Thus, adopting SRF cavities for a 3D circuit QED architecture for quantum computing or memory appears to be a very promising approach due to the potential of a thousand-fold increase in the photon lifetime and therefore cavity-stored quantum state coherence times. Recent investigations [5] revealed that the two-level systems (TLS) residing inside the niobium oxide may play a significant role in the low field performance of SRF cavities, similarly to the 2D resonators [6, 7] . Therefore, direct probing in the quantum regime is required to assess the performance of the "as-is" SRF cavities, as well as to guide any future Q improvement directions. Up to now, no such investigations have been performed.
In this article, we report the first measurements of a selection of state-of-the-art SRF cavities down to very low temperatures (T < 20 mK) and very low fields ("quantum" regime). We achieve the highest reported photon lifetimes of more than 2 sec, and observe a Q decrease when going from previously explored temperatures of 1.4 K down to below 20 mK. Our results demonstrate that SRF cavities can serve as the longest coherence platform for e.g. 3D cQED and quantum memory [4, 8] applications, as well as for various fundamental physics experiments, such as dark photon searches [9] . Furthermore, it is the first direct study of the TLS in the 3D Nb resonators in the quantum regime, as well as the demonstration of the drastic TLS-induced dissipation decrease associated with the oxide removal.
We have used fine grain high residual resistivity ratio (RRR) > ∼ 200 bulk single cell niobium cavities of the TESLA shape [10] with resonant frequencies of the TM010 modes of 1.3, 2.6, and 5.0 GHz. One of the investigated 1.3 GHz cavities has been heat treated in vacuum at 340
• C in a custom designed furnace as the last step of the cavity preparation. This novel treatment [11] removes/modifies the niobium pentoxide and allows us to directly investigate the associated improvement in the TLS dissipation.
The measurements have been performed first at the vertical test facility where the cavities are submerged in liquid helium and temperatures down to 1.4 K can be achieved, and then in the BlueFors dilution refrigerator at temperatures down to 10-20 mK.
For cavities in the vertical test dewar we have used the standard SRF measurement techniques [12] at higher accelerating fields E, and the filtered decay method [5] at lower fields. The Q(E) results at temperatures down to 1.4 K in a broad range of -higher -cavity fields are shown in FIG. 1. It is remarkable that the cavity after the 340
• C heat treatment has an extremely high quality factor Q > ∼ 4 × 10 11 in the broad range of fields, higher than the previously reported highest results [2] . This indicates that the 340
• C heat treatment suppresses the residual resistance at all fields, which may be also related to the TLS or other potential mechanisms, i.e. the possible presence of the metallic niobium suboxide inclusions inside the pentoxide layer. For dilution refrigerator measurements, a custom designed magnetic shielding was used and the fluxgate magnetometers placed directly on the outside cavity surfaces indicated that the DC ambient magnetic field level was shielded to below 2 mG in all cases. A microwave setup was different from the vertical test dewar, and included a series of attenuators on the cavity input line, as well as both cryogenic and room temperature amplifiers on the pickup line. The measurement configuration including the low-noise cryogenic amplifier (from Low Noise Factory) allows to measure reliably the photon lifetimes down to the average cavity population n ∼10 photons. The cavity placement and a typical microwave schematic of the setup are shown in FIG.2 .
The latter is calculated from the cavity stored energy U : n = U/hω, where U = P t Q t /ω is extracted from the measured transmitted signal P t at the pickup coupler with the external quality factor Q t .
The typical decay curves for a 5 GHz cavity for photon occupations up to about 10 7 photons are shown in FIG. 3 . Two curves correspond to two different starting power levels, as well as the different resolution bandwidths of the spectrum analyzer. As the exponential decay fit (red line) indicates, the time constant and therefore the quality factor Q remains constant down to the noise floor of about 10 photons. We have also observed no rf field amplitude dependence of the Q factor for all the cavities in the dilution refrigerator setup. It is consistent with our previous studies and higher temperature/higher field measurements of this work, which showed that the "critical" TLS saturation field E c for niobium oxide is much higher -of the order of E c ∼ 0.1 MV/m -and therefore TLS are not saturated by the microwave fields from about n ∼ 10 20 all the way down to n ∼ 10. Q(T ) measurements, which represent the main findings of our paper, are shown in FIG. 4 . A peculiar temperature dependence of the quality factors Q(T ) for all the cavities is clearly observed with the Q decreasing towards lower temperatures. The amount of Q degradation is drastically different between the 1.3 GHz cavities before and after the 340
• C treatment. This is consistent with TLS hosted by the oxide layer of SRF cavities, as shown in our previous work [5] .
Below about 1 K the contribution to the surface resistance caused by the thermally excited quasiparticles becomes negligible and the Q(T ) curves appear to be dominated by a dissipation caused by the TLS. The TLS dissipation increases as the temperature is further lowered due to the decreased thermal saturation and therefore an increased number of the TLS systems participating in the resonant absorption of the microwave power.
In the TLS-dominated regime, an excellent fit is obtained using the "standard" TLS model [6, 7] dissipation with δ 0 as the loss tangent of the TLS at T = 0 K, an additional coefficient α, and a fixed residual (R res ) surface resistance:
where F is the calculated filling factor [4, 13, 14] , G = 268 Ohm is the geometry factor of the T M 010 mode for TESLA shape extracted from the finite element simulations [10] . For a 5 GHz cavity the fit is shown in FIG. 4 , and taking the calculated F ≈ 1.2 × 10 −8 with the ∼5 nm oxide layer, we obtain a loss tangent δ 0 ≈ 7.6 × 10 −2 . While the presence of TLS leads to the decrease of Q from its values at higher temperatures, even in the worst case (5 GHz) we obtain the photon lifetime τ = 32 msec, which is several times higher than the previous record of 7 msec [4] . In the case of the cavity with the removed/modified niobium pentoxide, the photon lifetime of 2 sec corresponds to a ∼300 times improvement.
It is intriguing that the cavity after 340
• C heat treatment still has some non-zero Q degradation at temperatures lower than 1 K. One possibility is that some fraction of the oxide -likely very thin -has re-grown, which nevertheless has a noticeable contribution to low temperature losses. This in turn would suggest that the TLS-induced losses in the oxide are more localized at the interface(s), with the bulk contribution being relatively smaller. It is also possible that a different (dry) niobium oxide is re-grown under a prolonged vacuum exposure, which has fewer TLS than the regular oxide formed on SRF cavity surfaces after air exposure and subsequent high pressure water rinsing. Yet another possibility is that the remaining TLS are of a different nature, e.g. surface adsorbates.
In summary, we have performed the first measurements of the state-of-the-art SRF accelerator cavities in the quantum regime and have demonstrated the photon lifetimes as high as τ = 2 sec -about a factor of 300 higher than the records so far in this regime. This opens up a pathway of exploring e.g. coupled SRF cavitytransmon structures as the highest coherence superconducting quantum circuits for quantum computing and other potential applications. In particular, implementing the protocol from Ref. [15] would allow direct generation of very long-lived Fock states in SRF cavities. We have also revealed the quality factor decrease at lower temperatures, consistent with the contribution of the TLS hosted by niobium oxide and demonstrated its mitigation by the in situ heat treatment resulting in the oxide removal/modification.
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